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delicate line for colored hair
The colored hair, are not all the same and do not all have the same needs. The hair with
uniform color, hair with bleached hair and require different treatment, which not only
protect but enhance the intensity of the color. Professional Sebastian COLOR IGNITE
meets the needs of every type of woman who asks her hairdresser excellent and lasting
results, offering a treatment that keeps the color more intense and vibrant. The range
consists of COLOR IGNITE SINGLE, shampoo and conditioner for hair protection with
uniform color and COLOR IGNITE MULTI shampoo and conditioner specifically for hair
bleached or highlighted hair.
SHAMPOO COLOR IGNITE SINGLE
Protects hair with a uniform color. It cleanses and smoothes the hair structure by closing
the cuticle. To maintain a vibrant color longer in time.
instructions for use: Massage into wet hair to create a rich lather. Rinse thoroughly and
proceed with the conditioner.
Container: 250 ml bottle.
CONDITIONER COLOR IGNITE SINGLE
Protects hair with a uniform color. Creamy mousse that gives maximum shine to the hair, it
conditions them and closes the cuticles. To keep longer an intense color from the vibrant
luster.
Instruction to use buffered after the excess water, spread the product over the entire
length of the hair, paying particular attention to the tips and continue with thorough rinsing.
Container: 250 ml bottle.
SHAMPOO COLOR IGNITE MULTI
Protects hair bleached or highlighted hair. It cleanses and helps protect color-treated hair
from external damage. To maintain a vibrant color and bright longer in time.
instructions for use: Massage into wet hair to create a rich lather. Rinse thoroughly and
proceed with the conditioner.
Container: 250 ml bottle.
CONDITIONER COLOR IGNITE MULTI
Protects hair bleached or highlighted hair. Creamy mousse that smoothes the hair
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structure and gives maximum shine, moisturizing where you need to help protect them
from external damage. To maintain a result of more intense color and vibrant longer.
Instruction to use buffered after the excess water, spread the product over the entire
length of the hair, paying particular attention to the tips and continue with thorough rinsing.
Container: 250 ml bottle.
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